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Occasional attires are always considered very important .It is recognized as a symbol of status,
personality, professionalism and class. It can also be worn on social functions, and on different
occasions. Also there are many formal types of attire which are very much tempting and attractive.
These are made by using different fabrics, styling etc. Different type of occasional men suits comes
in wedding, designers, traditional, vintage, formal, three buttoned and double breasted.

Here are some of the following:

For wedding: Wedding  Suits for men  are stitched very perfectly. There is a wide variety of wedding
attires which are available in the menâ€™s outlet. These are made with best fabrics. Other accessories
can be added to give perfection to a wedding look.

Designer: Men always like to wear designer dresses which are also available in a wide variety and
in a wide range. People invest a lot to buy designer ones which comes in different fabrics, styles
and colors.

Double breasted: These double breasted ones for men are specially designed for social occasions
and evening functions. No doubt, these are also worn in weddings. These look great on tall men and
are worn with spread collars. Most of the people go with double breasted ones.

Tradition base attires: Traditional ones are basically two buttoned attires with a single vent on the
back. These look very appealing and smart on those men who have round body shapes. Shiny
shirts would look nice specially to give a grand traditional look.

Three buttoned ones: These suits for men are recognized with no vents in the front. These ones just
have jackets. A traditional spread collared or pointed collared shirts are worn with it. A shirt with
down the buttons also looks smart with it.

Vintage â€“retro look: Vintage attires consist of a jacket, vest and a trouser. These are considered the
most hottest and popular. These are stitched of wool or polyester and also it comes in different
beautiful colors and patterns.

Formals for day: These men suits which are specially designed for a day time consist of a black and
gray tailcoat with a matching trousers, a long tie , a matching double breasted vest, a hat and a cuff
link if needed.

Formals for night: These are specially designed for evening functions. It consist of a trouser with a
black tail coat .Accessories are also added like a white bow and a white vest with a black hat. Dark
color night formals look elegant on men.

Semi formals for night: These are designed for evening functions as well as for weddings. These are
designed in one color i.e. black and sometimes white can be worn in summers. A black bow tie and
a vest are added to give a perfect look.

Business purpose attires: These require perfection and a skillful tailoring. The fabric or the material
which the dress is made up of should be excellent. These are mostly made up with primary colors
like black, brown or grey etc which can be worn with light color down buttoned shirts.
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